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Abstract

Despite widespread anecdotal evidence that lower trade barriers increase international

trade, there is little firm quantitative evidence of the ‘trade-cost elasticity’ of trade flows,

one of the two key aggregate statistics that have recently been identified as sufficient to

quantify the economic welfare effects of trade-policy liberalizations and/or trade-cost

reductions (the other statistic being the import-penetration ratio). In other words, most

estimates of the trade-cost elasticity are imprecise and lack consistency. In this article,

we discuss two issues that are critical in better assessing empirically the trade-flow and

welfare effects of trade liberalizations (or trade-cost changes). The first issue is how to

quantify the trade-cost elasticity when trade costs themselves are approximated imper-

fectly. The second issue is that typical empirical evaluations to estimate the impact of

trade-policy liberalizations on trade flows use the ‘gravity equation’. However, the self-

selection of country pairs into such agreements introduces endogeneity bias in the

estimation of the trade-cost elasticity in gravity equations, requiring better identification

techniques.(JEL codes: F10; F12 and F13)

Keywords: International trade, economic integration agreements, gravity equations

1 Introduction

One of the most prominent aspects of the world’s transformation over the
last six decades has been increased globalization. Globalization is broader
than just increased economic interactions; it also embraces increased
exchanges of cultures, attitudes, and mores. In economic terms, increased
globalization typically refers to increased international trade flows, invest-
ment flows, and migration flows. Of course, such flows are endogenous to
changes in—what I term—‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’ costs (among other
factors to be discussed later).
For tractability, let me define briefly what I mean by the terms ‘natural’

and ‘unnatural’ costs. I will refer to those costs associated with geography
and technology as ‘natural’ costs. For instance, an obvious natural cost to
shipping a good internationally is distance; larger distances raise the cost
of transport. But such costs are also influenced by technology (which is, of
course, man-made). However, in my discussion below, I will treat tech-
nology as exogenous and treat technological innovations that have
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increased globalization—such as containerization for the shipment of

goods internationally—as reductions in ‘natural’ trade costs.
By contrast, I will refer to ‘policy-based’ (or ‘man-made’) costs as

‘unnatural’ costs. In most cases, these costs are created by government

policies—such as tariffs on internationally traded goods—and these can be

raised or lowered by policymakers. Despite enormous progress by

policymakers worldwide in lowering these ‘unnatural’ trade, investment,

and migration costs since World War II, policy-based impediments to

world trade, investment, and migration still exist and remain substantive.

As one piece of evidence that the world is not yet—as Friedman (2005)

would characterize it—‘flat’, Eaton and Kortum (2002) in a seminal article

show using a calibration exercise that the world is much closer to one of

‘autarky’—that is, one where world trade flows are prohibitively expen-

sive—rather than one of frictionless trade.
Surprisingly, despite the fact that international trade economists spend

considerable time and effort explaining that reductions in (natural and

unnatural) trade costs increase trade—and such augmented trade

improves consumers’ welfare—we actually know quite little quantitatively

of the impact of international economic costs on international economic

flows. Specifically, we lack precise and consistent quantitative knowledge

of the impact of (bilateral) trade costs on (bilateral) trade flows, of invest-

ment costs on foreign direct and portfolio investment flows, and of migra-

tion costs on migration flows—much less the cross-impact of each of these

costs on the other flows. In fact, we also lack firm systematic data on trade

costs themselves!
In a recent influential article on international trade flows’ determinants,

Arkolakis et al. (2012) show that there is a wide class of ‘Quantitative

Trade Models’ in the international trade literature for which the welfare

effect of trade-cost reductions can be summarized with two aggregate

statistics. One of these statistics is the ‘import-penetration’ ratio, which

is simply one minus the share of aggregate national expenditures on

domestically produced goods. The second is the ‘trade-cost elasticity’,

which is the percentage change in trade flows in response to a 1%

change in an ad valorem measure of ‘trade costs’ (natural or unnatural).

While the first statistic can be estimated fairly precisely using national

income accounts data, the second statistic has remained elusive empiric-

ally. Arkolakis et al. (2012) actually devote the last substantive section

of their article articulating some of the issues related to estimating this

trade-cost elasticity (which they denote �). They argue that the principal

remaining issues for estimating � are econometric ones. In particular, they

note—citing empirical estimates of � in Baier and Bergstrand (2001)—

that one of the key econometric issues is the ‘standard orthogonality
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condition’, that is, whether measures of trade costs are exogenous variables

in typical gravity equations.
This article takes up where Arkolakis et al. (2012) left off in discussing

econometric (or estimation) issues in measuring the trade-cost elasticity—

as well as measuring trade costs themselves—not addressed in their article.

In section 2, we address first methods to estimate the trade-cost elasticity

in the presence of only imperfect measures of true ad valorem trade costs

(denoted �). The world is not so generous as to provide observable meas-

ures of true trade costs. In this section, however, we assume such imperfect

trade-cost measures are orthogonal to the gravity equation’s error term

(i.e., no endogeneity bias). In section 3, we address methods to estimate

the trade-cost elasticity when such (imperfect) trade-cost measures are not

orthogonal to the error term, that is, when there is endogeneity bias.

Section 4 concludes.

2 Estimating the Trade-Cost Elasticity with Imperfect

Exogenous Trade-Cost Measures

2.1 Background

Arkolakis et al. (2012), henceforth ACRC, recently re-examined theoret-

ically the key elements in measuring the economic welfare ‘gains from

trade’. Looking back over developments in the international trade litera-
ture over the past 30 years, ACRC found that the ‘gains from trade’ were

basically measurable in a wide class of—what they termed—‘Quantitative

Trade Models’ (QTMs). This broad class of models includes endowment-

economies with Armington preferences (Anderson 1979; Anderson and
van Wincoop 2003), monopolistic competition models with increasing

returns to scale (Krugman 1980), Ricardian models with perfectly com-

petitive firms with heterogeneous productivities (Eaton and Kortum
2002), and Melitz-type models with heterogeneous firms, monopolistic

competition, and variable and fixed exporting costs (Melitz 2003;

Chaney 2008; Redding 2011).
The principal conclusion from the ACRC article is that the welfare gains

from trade in this broad class of QTMs could be quantified in terms of two

key statistics. The first statistic is the share of aggregate national

expenditures on domestically produced goods, which they denote �jt
for country j in year t (0 < �jt < 1). The second statistic is the

‘trade-cost elasticity’, denoted � (which they actually refer to as

the ‘trade elasticity’). The trade-cost elasticity is defined as

� ¼ d lnXijt=d ln �ijt < 0, where Xijt is the aggregate bilateral trade flow

from country i to country j in year t and �ijt is the gross ad valorem bilateral
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trade cost associated with trade flow Xijt (either natural or unnatural

cost; �ijt > 1). The main insight in ACRC is that—for the wide class of

QTMs listed above—the welfare gain from a reduction in trade costs

simplifies to:

d lnWjt ¼ ð1=�Þd ln �jt ð1Þ

where Wjt is country j’s welfare (or real income of the representative

consumer) in year t.
The economic intuition for this simple and common result for all these

QTMs is that a reduction in trade costs for importing country j improves

the country’s terms of trade. This improvement in the terms of trade can

be inferred from the changes in its relative import demands from various

countries. The reason that this simple and ‘general’ result surfaces across

a broad class of QTMs is that it relies on a very small set of feasible

assumptions, common to this broad class of models. Each of the models

listed above shares only four primitive assumptions: Dixit–Stiglitz pref-

erences; one factor of production (typically, labor); linear cost functions;

and perfect or monopolistic competition. Also, all the QTMs share three

‘macro-level’ restrictions: multilateral trade balance; aggregate profits are

a constant share of aggregate revenue; and import demand systems are

constant-elasticity-of-substitution (CES).
It turns out that all of the QTMs listed above share the fact that bilateral

import flows can be described in equilibrium by a ‘gravity equation’. For

instance, in the Armington endowment-economy model in Anderson and

van Wincoop (2003), the implied gravity equation is:

Xijt ¼ YitYjt

�itpitð Þ
�ð��1Þ��ð��1ÞijtPK

k¼1

Ykt �ktpktð Þ
�ð��1Þ �kjt

� ��ð��1Þ
0BBB@

1CCCA ð2Þ

where Xijt is the trade flow from i to j in year t, Yit (Yjt) is gross domestic

product (GDP) of i in t, � is an unobservable preference parameter for i’s

good, pit is the price of i’s good, and � is the elasticity of substitution in

consumption.1 So here, � ¼ �ð� � 1Þ.
In the context of CES preferences, increasing returns to scale, and

monopolistic competition, the Krugman (1980) model (summarized in

1 See also Anderson (1979) and Bergstrand (1985).
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Baier and Bergstrand (2001) and Feenstra (2004)) yields a gravity
equation:

Xijt ¼ NitYjt

w
�ð��1Þ
it ��ð��1ÞijtPK

k¼1

Nkt wktð Þ
�ð��1Þ �kjt

� ��ð��1Þ
0BBB@

1CCCA ð3Þ

where Nit is the number of products/producers in i, and wit is the wage rate
for labor in i. Here also, � ¼ �ð� � 1Þ.
In the context of a Ricardian model of international trade with perfect

competition and heterogeneous firms/productivities, Eaton and Kortum
(2002) generate a gravity equation:

Xijt ¼ TitYjt

w��it �
��
ijtPK

k¼1

Tkt wktð Þ
�� �kjt
� ���

0BBB@
1CCCA ð4Þ

where Tit is the ‘state of technology’ in i, and � is an index of the hetero-
geneity of firms’ productivities (or comparative advantages). In the
Eaton–Kortum model, � ¼ ��.
Finally, allowing for heterogeneous firms/productivities, monopolistic

competition, increasing returns to scale, and fixed exporting costs,
Melitz (2003) yields a gravity equation:

Xijt ¼ NitYjt

w��it �
��
ijt f
�½�=ð��1Þ�1�
ijtPK

k¼1

Nkt wktð Þ
�� �kjt
� ���

fkjt
� ��½�=ð��1Þ�1�

0BBB@
1CCCA ð5Þ

where fijt is the fixed costs of exporting from i to j in t and, as noted in
Chaney (2008), � ¼ ð� � 1Þ þ ½� � ð� � 1Þ�. In this model’s context, ð� � 1Þ
is the ‘intensive margin’ elasticity of trade with respect to variable trade
costs (�ij), and � � ð� � 1Þ is the ‘extensive margin’ elasticity of trade with
respect to variable trade costs. Here also, � ¼ ��.
Thus, while the primary goal of ACRC is to show that the welfare gains

from trade liberalization across a broad range of QTMs are basically
summarized by a simple function of two common key ‘aggregate statis-
tics’, �jt and �, a second major insight of the article is the importance for
measuring d lnWj of estimating the variable trade-cost elasticity (�) with
both consistency as well as precision.
ACRC argue in the final substantive section of their article (titled

‘Estimating the Trade Elasticity’) that the gravity equation provides a
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very useful approach to estimating �. For all the models above

(in the absence of zero trade flows), one can express the implied gravity

equation as:

lnXijt ¼ Ait þ Bjt þ � ln �ijt þ �ijt ð6Þ

where Ait is an exporter-time (fixed) effect, Bjt is an importer-time

(fixed) effect, and �ijt is an error term. However, a key issue they note

is that proper and consistent estimation of � requires the ‘standard

orthogonality condition’ holding: independence of �ijt with the gravity

equation’s error term (�ijt). Yet, ACRC stop here, noting that

this is principally an econometric issue for which they have ‘little to

contribute’.
Where ACRC end, we begin. In this article, we consider two issues

relevant to estimating �. First, we do not observe true values of �ijt;
typically, we explain trade flows using proxies for � such as bilateral

distance, which obscures identification of � because of the unknown

relationship between bilateral distance (distij) and unobservable true bilat-

eral trade cost �ijt. In the remainder of this section, we address methods to

infer � when � is unobserved. A second issue is selection bias. Suppose

country pairs self-select into economic integration agreements (EIAs).

For instance, trade between a pair of countries may be below its ‘natural’

level because of barriers to trade unobservable to the econometrician. If

trade is low where such barriers exist, inducing a country pair to form an

EIA to reduce this impediment, coefficient estimates on right hand side

(RHS) dummy variables for these EIAs in gravity equations may be biased

downward (referred to as ‘negative selection’). We address this issue in

section 3.

2.2 Estimation issues

In a recent article, Bergstrand et al. (2013) address a method for estimating

the trade-cost elasticity in the presence of imperfect measures of true ad

valorem trade costs. For instance, consider the Krugman (1980) model of

international trade. As discussed in ACRC, this model satisfies the four

primitive assumptions in the broad class of QTMs discussed above, as well

as the three ‘macro-level’ restrictions. This model yields a gravity equation

of the form in equation (3):

Xij ¼
YiYj

YW

Yi=Lið Þ
�� �ij
� ��ð��1Þ

PN
k¼1

ðYk=YWÞ Yk=Lkð Þ
�� �kj
� ��ð��1Þ

0BBB@
1CCCAuij ð7Þ
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where we have replaced wi with Yi=Li because with one factor, labor,
Yi ¼ wiLi. Under the assumption of market clearing, this gravity equation
can be estimated structurally by assuming K market-clearing equations:

Yi ¼
XK
j¼1

Xij i ¼ 1,:::,K, ð8Þ

Assuming no zeros in trade flows, one can take the logarithm of
equation (7) and obtain:

lnXij ¼ � lnYW þ lnYi þ lnYj � � lnðYi=LiÞ � ð� � 1Þ ln �ij

� ln
XN
k¼1

ðYk=Y
WÞ Yk=Lkð Þ

�� �kj
� ��ð��1Þ !

þ �ij
ð9Þ

Bergstrand et al. (2013) suggest three possible methods to estimate
�. One possible method is to estimate � based on the coefficient for
lnðYi=LiÞ. However, lnðYi=LiÞ ¼ lnwi. Since wi is endogenous, it is likely
correlated with the error term �ij; coefficient estimates would likely be
biased. A second possibility is to estimate � from the coefficient estimate
for ln �ij. However, in reality, �ij is not observable. Typically, one uses
proxies for trade costs such as bilateral distance and dummy variables
for the presence or absence of an EIA between country pairs using:

lnXij ¼ Ai þ Bj þ 	ð1� �Þ ln distij þ  ð1� �ÞEIAij þ �ij ð10Þ

where distij is the bilateral distance between the economic centers of
regions i and j, and EIAij is a dummy variable assuming a value of 1 (0)
if the two regions share (do not share) an EIA. Bergstrand et al. (2013)
suggest a third way to estimate �. Estimating equation (10) using
fixed-effects Ai and Bj and exponentiating yields a set of estimatesd
dist

	ð1��Þ
ij and de ð1��ÞEIAij . The product of these two estimates is an estimate

of d�1��ij . Bergstrand et al. (2013) show that one can substitute d�1��ij into

equation (7) (which eliminates the uij),
d�1��kj into the same equation’s ana-

logue for Xkj, take the ratio of the two equations for Xij and Xkj, and solve

for an estimate of � ð�̂).

Using an extensive set of Monte Carlo simulations, Bergstrand et al.
(2013) show that this technique provides consistent and precise estimates of
gravity equation parameters, the elasticity of substitution in consumption
(�)—which is the ‘trade elasticity’ in this context—and the welfare changes
from increases or decreases in trade costs.
To illustrate the relevance of this technique to empirical applications,

Bergstrand et al. (2013) apply the framework to the well-known
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McCallum ‘border-puzzle’ issue. The McCallum border puzzle refers to
McCallum (1995). McCallum (1995) applied a traditional gravity equa-
tion—ignoring the role of relative prices discussed earlier—to the trade
flows among Canadian provinces, among US states, and between
Canadian provinces and US states, including a dummy variable for the
presence of the ‘national border’, i.e., the US–Canadian border.
McCallum found an enormous quantitative effect of this national
border. He found that two typical Canadian provinces had 22 times
more goods trade than a typical pairing of a Canadian province with a
US state.
This ‘mind-boggling’ empirical finding spurred a cottage industry of

papers. Of the more important subsequent articles investigating this find-
ing further, Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) argued that there were two
essential elements missing from the analysis of the border in McCallum
(1995). First, they derived gravity equation (2) above, which emphasizes
the importance of relative prices in influencing trade flows, and demon-
strated that estimating a traditional gravity equation ignoring relative
prices would lead to omitted variables bias in the gravity-equation par-
ameter estimates. Second, they emphasized that a better estimate of the
border effect would be a general equilibrium comparative static estimate,
rather than simply the partial effect. Anderson and van Wincoop them-
selves chose to use a nonlinear least squares estimation procedure for
estimating the parameters and then used a nonlinear program to estimate
the general equilibrium comparative static effects.
However, one of the shortcomings of the Anderson and van Wincoop

approach is that it cannot estimate the actual elasticity of substitution in
consumption. That is a problem when trying to estimate welfare effects; to
do any welfare calculations, they would have to assume some value of
�. This elasticity is essential for welfare calculations.
Bergstrand et al. (2013) replicated the Anderson and van Wincoop

(2003) study and its empirical results, assuming as there symmetric effects
of the national border on trade (i.e., a single dummy coefficient estimate,
regardless of the direction of the trade flow between the two countries).
Bergstrand et al. (2013) showed that—owing to correlated errors (say,
owing to omitted variables bias)—estimation of gravity-equation param-
eters would likely yield consistent parameter estimates if exporter and
importer fixed effects were used instead. However, for the same gravity-
equation parameter estimates, the Bergstrand et al. (2013) approach gen-
erated an estimated value of the trade elasticity of (approximately) 7,
whereas Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) considered the effects of vari-
ous alternative elasticities ranging from 2 to 20 (choosing 5 as a represen-
tative elasticity of substitution). Bergstrand et al. (2013) showed that the
welfare effects of trade-cost changes—here, the elimination of the national
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border—were not only quantitatively different between the two
approaches, but also qualitatively different. To see the importance of
consistent and precise estimation of the ‘trade elasticity’ as emphasized
in Arkolakis et al. (2012), the approach in Anderson and van Wincoop
(2003) using their preferred assumed elasticity of 5 implied a welfare gain
for Canada but a welfare loss for the United States from eliminating the
US–Canadian national border. By contrast, Bergstrand et al. (2013) found
using the same parameter estimates—but using their estimated trade elas-
ticity—a welfare gain for Canada and a welfare gain for the United States
of eliminating the two countries’ common border.

3 Estimating the Trade-Cost Elasticity with Imperfect

Endogenous Trade-Policy Measures

The last substantive section of Arkolakis et al. (2012) argued that a useful
methodology empirically to estimate the trade-cost elasticity was the grav-
ity equation. However, the authors reminded the reader that estimates
using the gravity equation must satisfy the ‘standard orthogonality con-
dition’ to generate consistent parameter estimates. In the previous section
of the article, we discussed the usefulness of recent gravity-equation esti-
mates under a strong assumption: that the explanatory (or RHS) variables
satisfied the standard orthogonality condition, that is, that they were
‘exogenous’. In the case of bilateral distance and other natural trade
costs, such an assumption is quite feasible. However, when the policy
maker is interested in evaluating ex post the effects of measures of ‘policy’
on trade flows, a concern about the ‘exogeneity’ of the policy measures
arises. In this section, we address recent methodologies to estimate with
consistency and precision the effects of endogenous policies on trade flows
or—in more general terms—the ‘effects of endogenous policies on
economic integration’.
Nearly 20 years have passed since Trefler (1993) showed that ex post

empirical estimates of the effects of U.S. trade policies on U.S. imports
were underestimated considerably by not accounting for the endogeneity
of trade-policy measures.2 The downward bias of such estimates was con-
firmed later in Lee and Swagel (1997) for a broad cross-section of country
pairs’ bilateral trade flows and trade-policy measures. More recently,
Baier and Bergstrand (2007) argued that—in the context of EIAs and
gravity equations—the endogeneity bias may well be attributed to self-
selection bias. Using panel techniques to account for endogeneity bias,

2 Trefler (1993) showed that—after accounting for endogeneity—the effect of trade liber-
alizations was 10 times that estimated otherwise.
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Baier and Bergstrand (2007) showed—in the spirit of Trefler (1993) and

Lee and Swagel (1997)—that previous estimates of the effects of EIAs on

bilateral trade flows were underestimated considerably; the authors
showed that after accounting for endogeneity, the effects of EIAs were

five times that estimated otherwise. Several articles have shown—using

instrumental variables or panel techniques—the downward bias of EIAs’

effects when not accounting for endogeneity bias, including most recently
Baier et al. (2011).

3.1 Sources of trade-policy endogeneity in gravity equations

In determining the potential correlation between the gravity equation’s

error term with the EIA dummy, one first needs to consider what deter-

mines the likelihood of a free trade agreement (FTA) between a pair of

countries. Although trade economists have examined empirically for

many years the determinants of tariff rates and nontariff barrier levels

across industries and across countries, little empirical work has examined

the determinants of EIAs until Mansfield and Reinhardt (2003) and Baier

and Bergstrand (2004a). The former study examined political determinants

of EIAs, whereas the latter presented a theoretical and empirical model of

economic determinants of FTAs. Baier and Bergstrand (2004a) found

strong empirical evidence that pairs of countries that have FTAs tend to

share economic characteristics that their theory suggests should enhance

economic welfare of the pairs’ representative consumers. For instance, two

countries tend to have an FTA the larger and more similar their GDPs, the

closer they are to each other but themore remote the pair is from the rest-of-

the-world (ROW), and the wider (narrower) the difference in their relative

factor endowments with respect to each other (theROW). But these include

the same factors that tend to explain large trade flows. Thus, in terms of

observable economic characteristics, countries with FTAs have ‘chosen

well’, in the sense that most country pairs with FTAs tend to have the

economic characteristics associated with considerable trade and with (in

theory) welfare-enhancing net trade creation. Yet, the estimated probit

functions in Baier and Bergstrand (2004a) have pseudo-R2 values of only

70%, still leaving considerable unobserved heterogeneity.

3.1.1 Selection bias

How does the unobserved heterogeneity in trade flow determinants

matter? For instance, error term �ij in equation (10) may be representing

unobservable (to the empirical researcher) policy-related barriers—tending

to reduce trade between two countries—that are not accounted for by
standard gravity equation RHS variables. As an example, suppose two

countries have extensive unmeasurable domestic regulations (e.g., internal
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shipping regulations) that inhibit trade (causing Xij to be low). The like-

lihood of the two countries’ governments selecting into an FTA may be

high if there is a large expected welfare gain from potential bilateral trade

creation if the EIA deepens liberalization beyond tariff barriers into

domestic regulations (and other nontariff barriers). Thus, EIAij and the

intensity of domestic regulations may be positively correlated in a cross-

section of data, but the gravity equation error term �ij and the intensity of

domestic regulations may be negatively correlated. This reason suggests

that EIAij and �ij are negatively correlated, and the EIA coefficient will

tend to be underestimated.
In support of this argument, numerous authors have noted that one of

the major benefits of regionalism is the potential for ‘deeper integration’.

Lawrence (1996, p. xvii) distinguishes between ‘international policies’

that deal with border barriers, such as tariffs, and ‘domestic policies’

that are concerned with everything ‘behind the nation’s borders, such as

competition and antitrust rules, corporate governance, product standards,

worker safety, regulation and supervision of financial institutions, envir-

onmental protection, tax codes . . .’ and other national issues. The General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and World Trade Organization

(WTO) have been remarkably effective in the post-WWII era reducing

border barriers. However, these institutions have been much less effective

in liberalizing the domestic policies just named. As Lawrence states it,

‘Once tariffs are removed, complex problems remain because of differing

regulatory policies among nations (p. 7).’ He argues that in many cases,

EIA ‘agreements are also meant to achieve deeper integration of interna-

tional competition and investment’ (p. 7). Gilpin (2000) echos this argu-

ment: ‘Yet, the inability to agree on international rules or to increase

international cooperation in this area has contributed to the development

of both managed trade and regional arrangements’ (p. 108; italics added).

Preeg (1998) concludes:

[Free] trade agreements over time, however, have tended to include a

broader and broader scope of other trade-related policies. This trend is a

reflection, in part, of the fact that as border restrictions [tariffs] are

reduced or eliminated, other policies become relatively more important

in influencing trade flows and thus need to be assimilated in the trade

relationship (p. 50).

We believe this omitted variable (selection) bias is the major source of

endogeneity facing estimation of FTA effects in gravity equations using

cross-section data. Moreover, the arguments above suggest that policy

makers’ decisions to select into an EIA are likely related to the level of

trade (relative to its potential level), and not to recent changes in trade
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levels. Thus, the determinants of FTA are likely to be cross-sectional in
nature.

3.1.2 Simultaneity bias

Consider the potential endogeneity bias created by simultaneity. As dis-
cussed earlier, there exists a large empirical literature in international trade
on the effects of multilateral tariff and nontariff barriers on multilateral
trade volumes, and the simultaneous effects of these trade volumes on
multilateral barriers using cross-industry and cross-country data for par-
ticular years, cf., Trefler (1993) and Lee and Swagel (1997). Simultaneity
may be an issue for EIAij in cross-section gravity equations, motivated as
in these two studies. For example, holding constant typical gravity equa-
tion RHS variables, two countries (say, the United States and China) that
possibly trade more than their ‘natural’ level, as predicted by a typical
gravity equation, may create political pressures to avoid trade liberaliza-
tion or possibly raise trade barriers. This would cause a negative simul-
taneity bias in the EIA coefficient estimate. On the other hand, the
governments of two countries that trade more than their gravity-equa-
tion-suggested ‘natural’ level might be induced to form an EIA because
there might potentially be less ‘trade diversion’ due to their extensive
trading relationship, suggesting a positive simultaneity bias. However, as
just noted since the decisions to select into EIAs are likely influenced by
the levels of trade relative to natural levels, recent changes in trade levels
are not likely to influence EIA formations.

3.1.3 Measurement error

Measurement error in an explanatory variable, such as an EIA dummy, is
generally associated with negative bias (in absolute terms) in the variable’s
coefficient. For instance, with the classical ‘errors-in-variables’ assump-
tion, the 0-1 EIA dummy variable would be correlated positively with the
measurement error if the true trade-policy variable (say, the tariff rate)
was assumed uncorrelated with the measurement error. In equation (10)’s
context, the correlation between EIAij and the error term �ij would be
negative, leading to the classical ‘attenuation bias’ of EIA’s coefficient
estimate toward zero. This may be part of the reason—but neither the
entire, nor even the most important, reason—EIA coefficient estimates
have been underestimated.
Of course, the best method for eliminating this bias is construction of a

continuous variable that would more accurately measure the degree of
trade liberalization from various EIAs. If EIAs only eliminated bilateral
tariff rates, one would ideally measure this liberalization with a change in
the ad valorem tariff rate (for which data are poor). However, EIAs lib-
eralize trade well beyond the elimination of tariffs. Calculation of such
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measures is beyond the scope of this particular study, but is a useful dir-

ection for future research. Our goal rather is to discuss reliable estimates

of the treatment effect of an EIA, similar to the 0-1 variable representing

program participation in empirical labor economics. Thus, I constrain the

discussion here to more accurate estimation of the ex post partial ‘average

treatment effect’ (ATE) of an EIA dummy on trade flows, as has been

used in the gravity equation literature for five decades.

3.2 Estimation using cross-section data for a single year

With cross-section data, standard econometric techniques to address

omitted variables (and selection) bias include estimation using instrumen-

tal variables (IV) and Heckman control functions. Alternatively, with

panel data, fixed effects and first differencing can be used to treat endo-

geneity bias; we discuss panel approaches in the next section.
Baier and Bergstrand (2002) was the first article to follow in the spirit of

Trefler (1993) to apply IV to account for the endogeneity of EIAs in

estimating their effect on trade flows. The first stage of the approach is

to estimate the likelihood of a pair of countries having an EIA; this can be

done using probit, logit, or linear probability functions. Several studies

have used probit functions based upon Baier and Bergstrand (2004a) to

estimate the probability of an EIA. Although most studies have found that

the probit estimates provide ‘good’ predictions for the first stage of the

estimation, the problem lies in ‘identification’ for the second stage (i.e., the

‘exclusion restriction’). As with any IV application, there needs to be at

least one variable explaining the probability of a pair having an EIA that

does not also influence trade flows. Herein lies the practical problem of

using IV to alleviate the endogeneity bias.
Various authors have had alternative success in identification for the

second-stage regression. Baier and Bergstrand (2002, 2004b) tried various

IV and Heckman control function approaches to account for endogenous

EIAs. Before trying IV, Baier and Bergstrand using ordinary least squares

(OLS) found an ATE for EIAs (defined there as free trade agreements and

deeper EIAs only) of 34% using trade flows for year 2000 (with 7302

observations). The authors then tried several two-stage procedures. One

way to achieve identification in the second stage using probit in the first

stage derives from the nonlinearity of the probit function. Baier and

Bergstrand (2004b) found that with such identification an EIA had a nega-

tive and statistically significant effect on trade flows. Another IV estimate

used a first-stage probit including the standard gravity-equation covariates

and also a measure of remoteness, a measure of bilateral absolute differ-

ences in capital–labor ratios, and a measure of the difference of the pair’s

capital–labor ratio relative to that of the ROW. The second-stage EIA
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coefficient estimate was economically and statistically insignificant.
Moreover, the ‘identifying’ variables had often been included in gravity
equations in the past and may be correlated with the gravity-equation
error term. Baier and Bergstrand (2004b) also obtained first-stage probit
estimates using political variables. The resulting second-stage EIA coeffi-
cient estimate was also economically and statistically insignificant.
Baier and Bergstrand (2004b) also tried linear probability models for the

first-stage estimates. For the first-stage regression using the gravity cov-
ariates and economic identification variables (remoteness and two capital–
labor variables), the second-stage EIA coefficient estimate of 2.51 implied
that the partial ATE of an EIA was to increase bilateral trade by over
1100%. Using political variables in the first-stage instead yielded in the
second stage an ATE of 733%. One of the benefits of using a linear prob-
ability model is the econometrically feasible inclusion of fixed effects in the
first stage. Using the previously described economic variables in the first
stage with fixed effects led to a statistically insignificant second-stage EIA
coefficient estimate of 0.41; however, this implied an economically plaus-
ible 51% EIA partial effect. By contrast, using the political variables in the
first stage including fixed effects, the second-stage EIA coefficient estimate
was a statistically significant �3.97, implying the EIA lowered trade by
92%. The vast differences in the second-stage EIA coefficients led Baier
and Bergstrand (2004b, 2007) to conclude that IV approaches yielded
unstable results, likely owing predominantly to the inability to find eco-
nomic or political variables that satisfied the ‘exclusion restriction’ with
confidence. Another author that has tried to use IV similarly with mixed
results is Magee (2003).3

More recently, Egger et al. (2011) accounted for the endogeneity of
EIAs in a cross-section analysis of EIAs while also accounting for
zeros in trade flows and also estimating general equilibrium—alongside
partial equilibrium (ATE)—effects, combining in one analysis the insights
of Baier and Bergstrand (2002, 2007), Helpman et al. (2008), and
Anderson and van Wincoop (2003). Using trade flows from year 2000
applying IV as above, they found that not accounting for self-selection
of country pairs into trading and into EIAs (by using a first-stage bivariate
probit model) led to a downward bias of 75% in the EIA’s effect, with 45
percentage points of the bias attributed to the endogeneity of EIAs. The

3 An alternative method for estimating the ATE of EIAs uses Heckman’s control-function
approach. Baier and Bergstrand (2002) estimated similar specifications using this alter-
native approach with qualitatively similar findings; the control-function approach does
not solve the endogeneity bias issue either. The likely problem is this: the vast number of
variables that are correlated cross-sectionally with the probability of having an FTA are
also correlated with trade flows, preventing elimination of the endogeneity bias using
cross-section data.
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bias attributed to ignoring general equilibrium effects was minor, explain-

ing only 4 percentage points of the downward bias.

3.3 Estimation using panel data

Given the problems associated with accounting for endogeneity of EIAs
using instrumental variables and cross-section data, Baier and Bergstrand

(2007), or BB, argued that a better approach to eliminate endogeneity bias

of EIAs is to use panel techniques. In the context of the theory and

endogenous self-selection of country pairs into EIAs, BB argue that one
method to obtain consistent estimates of the ATE of EIAs is by fixed

effects estimation of:

lnXijt ¼ �0 þ �1EIAijt þ 
ij þ �it þ  jt þ �ijt ð11Þ

where 
ij is a country-pair fixed effect to capture all time-invariant

unobservable bilateral factors influencing nominal trade flows, and �it
and  jt are exporter-time and importer-time fixed effects, respectively,

to capture time-varying exporter and importer GDPs as well as all other

time-varying country-specific unobservables in i and j influencing trade,

including the exporter’s and importers’ ‘multilateral price/resistance’ terms
(cf., Anderson and Wincoop 2003). We refer to this as the Fixed-Effects

(FE) specification. It is important to note that, in most gravity-equation

applications using a comprehensive set of RHS variables, the vast bulk

of ‘bilateral’ trade-cost variables are time invariant, such as bilateral dis-
tance, common border, common language, etc. For instance, in Helpman

et al. (2008), the only time-varying bilateral trade-cost variables are their

EIA dummy and a dummy for the presence or absence of a currency
union. As explained in BB, using panel data ATEs of EIAs (represented

by �1) estimated using equation (11) are likely to be consistent and precise.

BB showed that the ATE of the typical EIA on nominal trade flows was

0.76, implying that the typical EIA increased bilateral trade by 114% after
10 years.
BB also used an alternative specification using first-differencing:

� lnXij,t�ðt�5Þ ¼ �0 þ �1�EIAij,t�ðt�5Þ þ �i,t�ðt�5Þ þ  j,t�ðt�5Þ þ �ij,t�ðt�5Þ

ð12Þ

We refer to this as the First-Difference (FD) specification. Note that the
bilateral country-pair fixed effects are eliminated; however, the exporter-

time and importer-time fixed effects are retained to capture time-varying

exporter and importer GDPs and multilateral price terms. The latter effects
were ignored inFoster et al. (2011), creating potential omitted variables bias.
Standard econometric discussions of treating endogeneity bias using

panel data focus on a choice between estimation using the FE and FD
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specifications, cf., Wooldridge (2002, Ch. 10). As Wooldridge notes, when
the number of time periods (T) exceeds two, the FE estimator is more
efficient under the assumption of serially uncorrelated error terms �ijt. The
FD estimator is more efficient (when T > 2) under the assumption that the
error term �ijt follows a random walk (i.e., that the error term
�ij,t�ðt�5Þ ¼ �ijt � �ij,t�5 is white noise).4

First-differencing the panel data yields some potential advantages over
fixed effects. First, it is quite plausible that the unobserved factors influen-
cing the likelihood of an EIA (say, trade below its ‘natural’ level) are likely
slow moving and hence serially correlated. If the �ijt are highly serially
correlated, the inefficiency of FE is exacerbated as T gets large. This sug-
gests that differencing the data will increase estimation efficiency for our
large T panel. Second, aggregate trade flow data and real GDP data are
likely ‘close to’ unit-root processes. Using FE is equivalent to differencing
data around the mean (in BB’s sample, year 1980); this may create a
problem, as T is large in our panel. As Wooldridge (2000, p. 447) notes,
if the data follow unit-root processes and T is large, the ‘spurious regres-
sion problem’ can arise in a panel using FE. FD yields data that deviates
from the previous period of our panel, and thus is closer to a unit-root
process. Consequently, the preferred estimation technique in BB and Baier
et al. (2011) is the FD approach.
One of the other potential contributions of BB’s panel methodology was

to show that the full impact of EIAs on trade flows took 10–15 years. One
reason is that most EIAs are ‘phased-in’ over 5–10 years. The second
reason is the lagged effect of the trade-cost changes (such as terms-of-
trade changes) on trade flows. As in BB, using a panel allows for differ-
entiating the shorter-term effects (5 years) from the longer-term effects
(5–15 years). Using the FD specification, BB found that the ATE of an
EIA (FTA or higher degree of economic integration) was 0.61, imply an
84% increase in trade after 15 years.
While such positive ATE estimates for EIA dummy variables were

interpreted in the context of either Armington or Krugman models as
EIAs increasing trade volumes of existing homogeneous firms (the ‘inten-
sive margin’), consideration of zeros in bilateral trade, fixed export costs,
and firm heterogeneity have led researchers more recently to examine
various ‘extensive margins’ of trade. Such extensive margins fall under
three general categories: country, goods, and firm. The existence of
zeros in aggregate bilateral trade flows among many country pairs has

4 When the number of time periods is exactly two (T¼ 2), estimation with FE and FD
produce identical estimates and inferences; then, FD is easier to estimate. When T > 2,
the choice depends upon the assumption one wants to make about the distribution of the
error term �ijt.
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led some researchers to explore the probability that a pair of countries
trades at all; to the extent that an EIA affects this probability, this changes
the country extensive margin of trade and potentially economic welfare.
However, the few empirical studies to date using gravity equations for a

large number of country pairs and EIAs to examine extensive- and inten-
sive-margin effects of EIAs have led to two puzzling results. First, two
studies have used cross sections for a single year. Helpman et al. (2008), or
HMR, found evidence using a cross-section and a two-stage estimator that
EIAs influenced the country extensive margin, but had no significant effect
on the intensive margin of trade (for existing firms). Egger et al. (2011)
explored the country extensive and intensive margins also using a cross-
section and a two-stage estimator and found in contrast a significant posi-
tive effect of EIAs on the intensive margin in their preferred specification,
but no extensive margin effect.5 The absence of country extensive-margin
effects from an EIA suggests that trade liberalization does not lead to
increases in varieties of goods from new trade partners, a potentially
important source of welfare gains. The opposite EIA effect finding of
the two articles is a puzzle.
A second margin is known as the ‘goods’ margin of trade. Hummels and

Klenow (2005), or HK, introduced this notion by examining zeros in
bilateral trade flows at highly disaggregated product-category levels.6 The
motivation for HK was to explore in a cross-section a fundamental
question: Do large economies export more because they export larger
quantities of a given good (intensive margin) or a wider set of goods
(extensive margin)?7 They found in their cross-section that 60% of
larger exports of large economies was attributable to the extensive
margin of ‘goods’ trade; specifically, as the exporter country’s economic
size grew, it exported a larger number of product categories (or ‘goods’) to
more markets. The finding also that larger economies import more goods
from more partners is important because it suggests an improvement in
welfare owing to the consumption of more varieties; yet, 40% of the
increased trade was still explained by the intensive margin in this cross-
section. However, HK did not explore the relationship between trade
liberalizations and the intensive and extensive goods margins of trade.
Only three empirical studies have explored the effect of trade liberaliza-

tions—and, in particular, EIAs—on the intensive and extensive goods

5 They also evaluated whether their results were biased by omitting firm-heterogeneity, but
concluded that firm-heterogeneity had no significant effect (also in contrast with HMR).
Their preferred specification accounted for endogeneity of EIAs.

6 By contrast, both HMR and Egger et al. (2011) used only bilateral aggregate trade flows
to determine zeros in trade.

7 Each ‘good’ was a 6-digit SITC category. They also explored the effects of country size
and per capita GDP on the quality of goods exported, as well as the two margins.
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margins of trade using the HK methodology. The earliest study using the
HK decomposition to explore this issue is Hillberry and McDaniel (2002),
focusing solely on the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
Although they do not attempt to establish causal effects from NAFTA
to trade increases, they provide a decomposition of post-NAFTA trade
among the three partners into goods intensive and extensive margins using
4-digit Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) data. They find
evidence of both margins changing between 1993 and 2001. Kehoe and
Ruhl (2009) examined NAFTA, the earlier Canada–US FTA trade liber-
alization, and some structural transformations using a modified version
of the HK decomposition methodology and applied to a series of cross-
sections. Similar to Hillberry and McDaniel (2002), they do not conduct
an econometric analysis trying to explain the effect of NAFTA (or the
Canada–US FTA) on trade flows conditional on other variables. They
decompose actual goods extensive- and intensive-margin changes post-
agreement also using 4-digit SITC data for goods categories from
Feenstra et al. (2005). They find significant evidence of both extensive
and intensive margin changes using their modified HK decomposition
methodology. Both studies’ evidence of goods intensive and extensive mar-
gins of trade expanding following the signing of NAFTA suggests the need
for a comprehensive econometric analysis (conditional on other covariates)
of the effects of EIAs in general on the goods intensive and extensive
margins of trade, in the spirit of HK’s original analysis of the effect of
country size and per capita GDP on the two goods’ margins.8 However,
the one panel study that did such a comprehensive analysis—Foster et al.
(2011)—examined only short-run (5-year window) EIA effects motivated
by a traditional gravity equation (ignoring multilateral price/resistance
terms); they found economically small extensive margin effects and no
intensive margin effects.9

In the context of the recent developments in the trade literature empha-
sizing intensive versus extensive margin effects, the panel approach in BB
allows for differential timing of these trade-margin effects. In reality, one
would expect that the intensive margin would be affected by a trade-cost
change sooner than the extensive margin, because intensive margin
changes in volumes do not require any start-up costs. Such costs—critical
to the extensive margin—may delay the entry of new firms into exporting,

8 Using a methodology similar to HK for estimating the goods extensive margin, Feenstra
and Kee (2007) provided an econometric analysis of the effect of NAFTA on the extensive
margin of Mexico’s exports to the United States; they found a significant effect of
NAFTA’s reduction in tariff rates on this margin.

9 With the short window, the authors could not address short-run versus long-run effects,
likely missed phase-in and lagged terms-of-trade effects, and did not distinguish between
alternative types of EIAs (in terms of depth of economic integration).
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and thus we should expect the intensive margin to be influenced in the
shorter term and the extensive margin in the longer term, as the results in
Bernard et al. (2009) show. The panel data approach allows for evaluating
this issue.10

BB did not estimate differential effects of various types of EIAs
(in terms of depth of integration) on trade flows. Magee (2008) and Roy
(2010) using the methodology of BB found that trade flows were impacted
by larger amounts for customs unions relative to FTAs. However, no
empirical study has until recently examined the differential impact of
FTAs relative to deeper EIAs on the extensive versus intensive
margins—much less the differential timing of such effects.11

Baier et al. (2011) recently addressed the effects of EIAs on the ‘goods’
extensive and intensive margins of trade. First, they extended Baier and
Bergstrand (2007)’s panel econometric methodology for the (partial)
effects of EIAs on aggregate trade flows using a gravity equation to exam-
ine in a large country-pair setting the effects of virtually all EIAs on the
extensive and intensive goods margins, using the HK trade-margin-decom-
position methodology. In the context of an econometric analysis, they are
the first to find economically and statistically significant EIA effects on
both the intensive and extensive (goods) margins in the context of a large
number of country-pairs, EIAs, and years, in contrast to HMR and Egger
et al. (2011).
Second, Baier et al. (2011) allowed for various types of EIAs—one-way

preferential trade agreements (OWPTAs), two-way preferential trade

10 These differential timing effects were ignored in Foster et al. (2011). As discussed earlier,
two recent theoretical articles suggest a reason for the low trade-cost elasticity of trade
flows in macroeconomic analyses using time-series data and the relatively higher trade--
cost elasticities of trade in cross-sectional trade analyses. Ruhl (2008) explains this puzzle
by noting that the macroeconomic time-series approach is estimating the intensive-mar-
gin effect of trade, whereas the trade literature’s cross-sectional approach is capturing the
extensive-margin effect, due to export fixed costs for new producers delaying trade effects
and entry. In a complementary approach, Arkolakis et al. (2011) present a demand-ori-
ented staggered-adjustment “Calvo-pricing” approach to explain the lower time-series
elasticity in terms of solely an intensive-margin effect, and the higher long-run cross-sec-
tion trade-cost elasticity capturing the longer-term extensive-margin elasticity as well.

11 It is useful to note here a parallel literature examining the effect of GATT and/or WTO
membership on trade flows. For brevity, we note that there now appears little convincing
evidence of substantive GATT/WTO effects on trade, once one accounts for EIA dum-
mies, multilateral resistance, and unobserved country-pair fixed effects (as we do here).
This is the conclusion of Eicher and Henn (2011) (though they found a nontrivial WTO
‘terms-of-trade’ effect) and of Felbermayr and Kohler (2010) who examined possible
extensive-margin effects; Eicher and Henn (2011) ignored extensive- versus inten-
sive-margin effects. We also note an issue raised in Martin and Ng (2004), which
is the role of multilateral tariff reductions under the GATT/WTO. Most-
Favored-Nation (MFN) tariff cuts could also be affecting results. However,
such MFN tariff cuts by country would be accounted for by the exporter-time and
importer-time fixed effects.
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agreements (TWPTAs), FTAs, and a variable for customs unions,

common markets, and economic unions (CUCMECU)—and they

decomposed trade flows into extensive and intensive margins using the

HK methodology.12 While two recent studies have adapted the Baier–

Bergstrand methodology for estimating the effect of differing ‘types’ of

EIAs on bilateral aggregate trade flows, no econometric studies had exam-

ined the effect of various types of EIAs on the (goods) extensive and

intensive margins of trade using a large number of country pairs and

EIAs.13 Neither HMR nor Egger et al. (2011) distinguished among various

types of EIAs in their analyses of country intensive and extensive margins;

also, Foster et al. (2011) used only a single EIA dummy. Baier et al. (2011)

find not only that deeper EIAs have larger trade effects than FTAs, and

the latter have larger effects than (partial) two-way and one-way PTAs,

but they distinguished between these various trade effects at the extensive

and intensive margins using a panel of (disaggregate) bilateral trade flows

from 1962 to 2000 covering 98% of world exports.
Third, Bernard et al. (2009) is likely the only empirical study to date to

explore the ‘timing’ of extensive and intensive margin responses to shocks.

Using cross-sectional variation to examine long-run aspects, Bernard et al.

(2009) find that variation in trade flows across country pairs is explained

largely by the extensive margin, using firm-level data (the ‘firm’ margin);

this result is consistent with HK using their ‘goods’ margin. But using

time-series variation, Bernard et al. (2009) find that a larger proportion

of trade variation can be explained by the intensive margin at short

(5-year) time intervals. They show that, following the Asian financial

crisis of 1997, virtually all of the variation in trade flows within 2–3

years could be explained by the intensive margin. This finding is consistent

with two recent theoretical studies arguing that the low trade-cost elasti-

city found in macroeconomic analyses of business cycles should be asso-

ciated with the intensive margin of trade compared with the relatively

higher trade-cost elasticity found in international trade, which reflects

extensive margin effects.14 Allowing for differential ‘timing’ of EIA effects

using panel data, Baier et al. (2011) find the first comprehensive empirical

12 Owing to few observations on common markets and economic unions, they combined
these two types of ‘deeper’ EIAs with customs unions to form the variable CUCMECU,
representing ‘deep’ EIAs.

13 The two studies that extended the Baier–Bergstrand framework to differing types of
EIAs are Magee (2008) and Roy (2010); both found that customs unions had larger
trade effects than FTAs. However, neither study examined extensive versus intensive
margin issues.

14 Ruhl (2008) explains the delayed effect of the extensive-margin effects to fixed export
costs on the supply side, while Arkolakis et al. (2011) explain the delayed effect of the
extensive-margin effects to “Calvo-pricing” by consumers on the demand side.
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evidence that the shorter-term effects of EIAs on trade flows are more at
the (goods) intensive margin and longer-term effects are more at the exten-
sive margin (the latter entailing either fixed export costs or staggered
‘Calvo’ pricing by consumers), consistent with recent theoretical studies
and empirical results in Bernard et al. (2009).
While the articles discussed in this section have addressed how to better

estimate with consistency and precision EIA coefficient estimates—such as
 ð1� �Þ in equation (10)—in the presence of endogeneity, they have not
addressed how to identify � specifically. However, future work may want
to pursue a combination of the issues raised in sections 2 and 3 to better
identify consistently and precisely � in the presence of imperfect endogen-
ous trade-policy measures.

4 Conclusion

Despite widespread anecdotal evidence that lower trade barriers increase
international trade, there is little firm quantitative evidence of the ‘trade-
cost elasticity’ of trade flows, one of two key aggregate statistics that have
recently been identified as sufficient to quantify the economic welfare
effects of trade-policy liberalizations and/or trade-cost reductions
(the other statistic being the import-penetration ratio). In other words,
most estimates of the trade-cost elasticity are imprecise and lack consist-
ency. In this article, we discussed two issues that are critical in better
assessing empirically the trade-flow and welfare effects of trade liberaliza-
tions (or trade-cost changes). The first issue was how to quantify the trade-
cost elasticity when trade costs themselves are approximated imperfectly.
Various articles have suggested methods to better estimate with consist-
ency and precision the trade-cost elasticity when the RHS variables can be
treated as ‘exogenous’. The second issue was that typical empirical evalu-
ations to estimate the impact of trade-policy liberalizations on trade flows
use the ‘gravity equation’. However, the self-selection of country pairs into
such agreements introduces endogeneity bias in the estimation of the
trade-cost elasticity in gravity equations, requiring better identification
techniques. Various articles have suggested methods to better identify
the effects of EIAs on trade flows, adjusting for self-selection bias.
Future work may want to pursue a combination of these two methodo-
logical issues to better identify consistently and precisely � in the presence
of imperfect endogenous trade-policy measures.
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